At What Point Should A Rape Be Stopped?
In the case of a rape, how long should it take before
say, a local law enforcement officer, or perhaps a
sheriff, reacts in coming to the aid of the victim?
Should the officer wait until the rape has been fully
completed, documented, and proven to be a rape in
one of today’s court system paperwork verification
processes? Or should the officer simply respond if
the victim is genuinely being violated and is
screaming out for help?
Is it their duty to wait until the victim has drawn
their last breath? Should they return the victim to
the rapist over and over at the rapist’s request in
order that the rape can continue? Well, they do.
I’m talking about a systemic rape of “We the
People” through mass fraud. Growing numbers in
this nation are waking up and crying out for justice,
trying to return themselves to a natural born status
under our nation’s original, never eradicated
common law, and the law enforcement side has
often been found to have ignored the cries of those
people, often as we said, even physically abducting
and returning the victim to the political rapist until
he or she has either expired or can’t “pay their
dues” under their fraudulent (unconstitutional,
thereby criminal) system of rape any longer.
When a man or woman has discovered the fraud
being perpetrated against them in any number of
the phony strawman scenarios being deceptively
played out on us today, why is it that the law
enforcement officer or the sheriff in any locality or
county will (without seeking to see who the real
criminal is) just automatically act on behalf of the
corporate “boss” rather than investigate the victim’s
claims in an honest defense of those who are
rightfully claiming their true sovereign status as one
of “We the People”?
Simply put: Why is it that the rape victim is cruelly
expected to figure out how to get out of the grasp of
the rapist? He or she is expected to dot every “i”
and cross every “t” of the rapist’s unconstitutional
paperwork scheme under the criminal’s fraudulent
system, before they can be released from further
harm, and even then, only if the (also conspiring)
judge is in a good mood and feeling benevolent that

day. Have we all gone mad to accept this
“ignorance of the law” as “lawful behavior”?
Should our sovereignty-awakening brethren have to
be endlessly returned to these global thugs for
continued raping of our property, rights, freedoms,
and liberties? Shouldn’t at least the crime itself be
stopped until it can be proven that the action in
question was lawfully contracted, that is, with wetink signatures of all parties under each side’s fullydisclosed assent, etc?
Why is it that we seem to have such difficulty
getting the attention of our enforcement arm to then
see this unbelievable rape being perpetrated on us
by a completely wicked, criminal network of
politicians, attorneys and judges? …why is that?
Have they lost their heart for justice? Are that
many law enforcement neighbors of ours attracted
to their jobs by motivators that were less noble than
to humbly be the protectors of “We the People” as
they took an oath to be? …or is it just an honest
lack of education and investigation on their part? (I
would hate to think it’d be money related, agreed?)
Whatever the case, none of us are going to start
winning the battle against this global tyranny if we
don’t start at the very first one who is responsible
for this mass onslaught of wickedness upon us—
which is ourselves.
That’s right, we are ALL responsible in reeducating ourselves to this evil, but above and
beyond that, we are responsible to the Creator who
gave us this stewardship responsibility and thereby
responsible to our neighbors, doing so for them as
we would have them do for us. We all need to
return to a respect for Father’s power and authority
over us, in order that those “unalienable rights”
might stay intact by His mercies. Help stop the
rape of “We the People” …repent! Please note
that in our Creator’s eyes: Every average man or
woman who repents, does a lot more good than an
entire army of tireless activist “patriots” who won’t.
…and that includes those in law enforcement (that
many of us old-timers want to look up to again).
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